New Project

Electronic proposals can be submitted for the funding instruments listed in the categories below. Electronic forms for proposals to be submitted within Research Units or proposal packages can be found under ‘Proposal Overview/Renewal/Full Proposal’

For all other programmes, please submit a hard copy of your proposal by mail. For more information, please refer to https://www.dfg.de/cn/research_funding/programmes/.

Completing an electronic proposal:

1. Guidelines and instructions (left column): Please read through the programme’s guidelines and instructions before preparing your proposal.
2. Templates (right column): Please complete the appropriate template for your project description. If you cannot use the templates as provided, please follow its prescribed structure.
3. Electronic proposal form (Button “Start online form”): Please complete the electronic proposal form. You will be asked to provide the project title and summary in both German and English and upload any attachments as required.

Draft Proposal for a Research Grant

Guidelines and Instructions

Templates

Proposal Preparation Instructions - Project Proposals

Walter Benjamin Programme

Guidelines and Instructions

Templates

→ Guidelines Walter Benjamin Programme with Proposal Preparation Instructions → Quick Guide to E-Submissions to the Walter Benjamin Programme

Once the proposal is ready for submission, start here and select the call from the appropriate dialogue in the forms.

Use specific ANR DFG NLE template instead of this standard template! See: www.dfg.de/france/anr_nle

These instructions also apply to the call ANR DFG NLE 2022 (with DFG as lead agency).